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PIONEER DOOR STYLE - STAINS & PAINTS

Coffee

Pebble Saddle

Arctic

1. 3/4” x 1 1/2” hardwood face frames with glued and pocket screwed joints.
2. 3/8” particle board back with maple print interior.
3. 3/8” particle board sides, tops and bottoms with maple print interior.
4. 5/8” particle board shelving with maple print on both sides and one edge. 

All shelves are adjustable with base cabinets having 1/2 depth shelves, 
supported by shelf clips.

5. The Pioneer door style has 3/16” engineered, veneered flat panel with 2 
1/4” hardwood stiles and rails. The Highland door style has 3/4”

        engineered wood panel with softened edges. 
6. One piece adjustable door hinge with an option to upgrade to softclose.
7. End skins will be a closely matching print to the finish selection.
8. The standard finish consists of a non-wiping stain, a coat of self sealing
        conversion varnish, and a top coat of conversion varnish. This finish
        process is considered to be one of the best in the cabinetry business.
9. 3/4” hardwood drawer fronts, painted maple will be 3/4” HDF fronts.
10. Self adjusting epoxy coated 3/4 extension side mount drawer guides.      

Upgrade to a Blum 7/8 extension under-mount soft close track.
11. Base drawer boxes will have a 1/2” rabbeted 9 ply drawer with a 1/4” floor 

and 3/4” extension side mount. A Dovetail drawer box with Blum 7/8 
        extension under-mount soft close track is an available upgrade option. 

       Choose between a standard cabinet overlay or a modified full overlay.
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HIGHLAND DOOR STYLE - PAINTS ONLY

Simple, Yet Stunning Don’t compromise quality for price. Midland 
Cabinetry delivers budget friendly, quality 
construction and finishes, making it ideal for 
single family and starter homes.

Photography may not accurately show the color of the finish. See your dealer for product samples.
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CABINET CONSTRUCTION
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Brothers Jim and Dan Koch (pronounced Cook) grew up on a 
farm in rural Kansas with their seven siblings, where hard work 
and dedication were instilled in them by their parents. In 1989, 
with support from their uncle, Fred Koch, they purchased their 
first building and founded Koch and Company. Their love of 
woodworking led them to creating a world class cabinet and door 
manufacturing firm with the focus on providing a quality product, 
that was made in the U.S.A., at an affordable price.

Jim Koch and his brother Barry are now the driving force behind 
Koch and Company, with four additional siblings also involved 
in the family business. While Koch and Company has grown 
steadily since it opened, adding twelve manufacturing plants, 
they still have that home town family atmosphere.


